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1. INTRODUCTION

A random variable X (or its distribution) is said to be self-decomposable if for
every t E Rt := [0, 00) there exists a random variable X, such that
d

X=e-lX'+X"

(1.1)

where X, X' and X, are independent and X and X' are identically distributed. Let X be
non-negative and denote its Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn by f. In tenns of LaplaceStieltjes transforms equation (1.1) is equivalent to
!('t)=! (e-' 't)!t('t), t~O,

(1.2)

where !t is the Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn of X,. If !t('t)=!«l-e-aJ) lIa 't) (or
equivalently X, =d (l-e-aJ) lIa X in (1.1» for some a> 0, then! (or its distribution) is
called stable with exponent a. If ! is stable, then (1.2) is equivalent to (see for
example van Ham et al. (1982»
!('t) = r-<1J (e-' 't) , t ~ 0 .

(1.3)

Stable and self-decomposable distributions are widely studied as they are obtained as
limit distributions of normalized partial sums of independent (and in the case of
stability, also identically distributed) random variables. For more details we refer to
Loeve (1977).
From (1.1) it follows that there are no discrete random variables which are selfdecomposable (in fact all self-decomposable random variables are absolutely
continuous (cf. Fisz and Varadarajan (1963». Steutel and van Ham (1979) introduced
a discrete analogue of self-decomposability and stability as follows; a LaplaceStieltjes transfonn ! (orits distribution) of an No {O, 1 , ... }-valued random variable
is said to be discrete self-decomposable if for every t ~ 0 there exists a Laplace-

=
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Stieltjes transform It of an lNo-valued random variable such that
f(t)=f(-ln(1-e- t (1-e-'t)))It(t) , t~O,

(1.4)

H It(t)=f (-a-1 ln(1-e-<Xt(1-e-'t))), a> 0, then f is called discrete stable with
exponent a. The random variable with Laplace-Stieltjes transform
f (-In(I-e-t (1-e-'t))) is interpreted as the discrete analogue of e-t X (cf. (1.1), (1.2)
and (1.4)), i.e., of multiplication of a random variable X by a scalar e-t • Thus,
denoting the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of X by fx, they defined (in distribution) the
random variable e -t 0 X by
f e-t0X(t) = fx (-In(1-e- t (1-e-'t))) .

(1.5)

In van Ham et al. (1982) this notion of scalar multiplication is generalized, by
defining operators (Tt)t~o acting on the set of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of INovalued random variables (denoted by LST(lNo )) as follows;
(1.6)

f e-t0X(t)=TJx(t)

where the operators

(Tt)t~

satisfy the following conditions:

Tt maps LST(lNo) into LST(lNo);

(1.7a)

TtTs=Tt +s ,t~O, s~O;

(1.7b)

Tt(fg)=Ttf· Ttg ,f,g e LST(lNo );

(1.7c)

T t (Pf+(1-p)g)=p Ttf+(l-p)Ttg ,p e [0,1], f,g e LST(lNo );

(1.7d)

Tt is continuous in the topology of pointwise convergence.

(1.7e)

It is then shown that if (Tt )t~O satisfies (1.7) then
(1.8)

Ttf(t)=f(Ft(t)) ,

where F = (Ft )t~ is a composition semigroup of cumulant generating functions, with
Ft(t) =-lngt(t), gt e LST(INo). Under the additional assumption that T t tends to the
identity mapping as t J. 0 (Le., Ft(t) ~ t as t J. 0) they showed that gt is the LaplaceStieltjes transform of a continuous time, discrete (lNo-valued) state space branching
process. Analogous with (1.4) and (1.5) van Ham et al. (1982) call a Laplace-Stieltjes
transform f (or its distribution) (discrete) F -self-decomposable if it satisfies
f(t)=f(Ft(t))It(t) ,

t~O,

(1.9)

where It e LST(lNo).
Another generalization of self-decomposability is given in O'Connor (1979) and
(1981) for ae [-2,1], Jurek (1989) for ae [-2,00) and independently of Jurek
(1989), Hansen (1988) (also for ae [-2,00)): A characteristic function <p of an
lR=(-oo,oo)-valued random variable is said to be a-self-decomposable if for every
t ~ 0 there exists a characteristic function <Pt such that
$(t) =<pe-oJ (e-tt) <Pt(t) .

(1.10)
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Again, there are no No-valued random variables who's characteristic function
satisfies (1.10). In Hansen (1988) the analogue of (1.10) for No-valued random
variables in the sense of (1.4) is also studied.
In this paper we introduce operators (Tt )t~ acting on the set of Laplace-Stieltjes

transfonns of either No-valued or ~-valued random variables satisfying conditions
similar to (1.7). As in van Ham et al. (1982) it is shown that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between operators (Tt )t~ satisfying these conditions and composition
semigroups (Ft)t~ of cumulant generating functions, where F t is the cumulant
generating function of a continuous time, continuous or discrete state space branching
process. We call a Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn f (which can stem from either an lNovalued or ~-valued random variable) F, a-self-decomposable if it satisfies
f('t) =

r

-<II

(Ft ('t»

It ('t), t ~O,

where It is a Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn for every t ~ O. If It == 1 for every t ~ 0 then I
is said to be F-stable (cf. (1.3». In Section 3 we give a review of some basic
properties of branching process. These results are used in Section 4 to define and
characterize so-called a-discounted branching process with immigration. In Sections
5 and 6 we derive a canonical representation for respectively the F -stable LaplaceStieltjes transfonns and the F,a-self-decomposable Laplace-Stieltjes transfonns. It is
also shown that the F,a-self-decomposable distributions (F-stable distributions) are
the invariant distributions of a-discounted branching processes with (without)
immigration. Analogous to Urbanik (1973) we define, in Section 7, the sets of ntimes-F, a-self-decomposable Laplace-Stieltjes transfonns. Also here a canonical
representation is derived and it is shown that the sets of n-times-F, a-selfdecomposable Laplace-Stieltjes transfonns provide us with a classification of the set
of infinitely divisible Laplace-Stieltjes transfonns. We conclude in Section 8 with
some central limit theorems for F, a-self-decomposable distributions. In the
following section we give some priliminaries.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let IE {lNo, ~}. A random variable X is said to be I-valued if P(X E I) =1.
Denote the set of Laplace-Stieltjes transfonns I of I-valued random variables with
f;IE 1 by LSI'(I). Also let LST c (l) denote the set of functions of the fonn I C , with
f E LSI' (l). Analogous to van Ham et al. (1982) we generalize the notion of scalar
multiplication of an I-valued random variable by a scalar e-t by defining operators
(Tt)t~ acting on LST(I) as follows;

f e -l0X('t) = Ttfx ('t)
where the operators (Tt)t~ satisfy

(2.1)
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Tt maps LST c(I) U

{

I} into LST c(I) U { 1}, c e I ;

(2.2a)

TtTs=Tt+s ,t~O, s~O;

(2.2b)

Tt(fC)=(Ttf)c, ceI, leLST(I)u{1};

(2.2c)

Tt (PI+(I-p)g)=pTtf+(1-p)Tt g ,pe [O,I],I,geLST(I)u{l};

(2.2d)

Tt is continuous in the topology of pointwise convergence.

(2.2e)

We now have the following generalization of Theorem 2.1 in van Ham et al. (1982).
2.1. Let Ie {lNo, ~ }. Collections 01 operators (Tt )t';?Q satisfying (2.2)
correspond one-to-one to collections (Ft)t';?Q 01 composition semigroups, where
Ft =-lngt , gt e LST(l), and necessarily, gf is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform lor every
c e I. The correspondence is given by

THEOREM

Ttf=/o F t ,

t~O.

(2.3)

Let t be fixed, BcCt) := exp(-ct), c e I, gt := T t BI and let F t := -lngt. By
(2.2a), gt e LST(I). From (2.2c) we have that for any c e I

PROOF.

TtBc=TtBf = (Tt B1 )C=g,c=e-eF,=Bc ° Ft.

(2.4)

Observe that g,c is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform for every c e I. Let I := L~=1 Pk BCk '
L~=1 Pk = 1. By (2.2d) and (2.4)
n

Ttf =

n

L Pk TtBck = L Pk BCk
k=1

0

Ft = 1 0 Ft .

k=1

Since any Laplace-Stieltjes transform I of an I-valued random variable can be
approximated by a sequence of simple Laplace-Stieltjes transforms with Ck e I, we
have, by (2.2e), that (2.3) holds. By (2.2b) it follows that for s,t ~O (cf. (2.4»
F t ° F s =-lnTt B1 ° Fs=-ln T t B1 (-lnTs B1 )
=-lnTt(TsBl)=-lnTt+sBI =Ft+s'

The converse is easily proved.

o

We will henceforth also assume that

Tt tends to the identity mapping as t J.. O.

(2.2f)

From (2.2) and Theorem 2.1 it now follows that (Ft)t';?Q is a continuous composition
semigroup of cumulant generating functions satisfying
F t (Fs (t» = Ft+it) , s,t ~ 0;

(2.5a)

t~O;

(2.5b)

Fo(t)=t,

-5-

Ft('t) --+ 't as t J.. 0;

(2.5c)

Ft(O) =0 , t~O,

(2.5d)

where Ft =-lngt , with gt E LST(I) and necessarily gF is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform
for every c E I. In the next section we show that (gt)t~ is the Laplace-Stieltjes
transforms of a branching process. We conclude this section with a representation
theorem for infinitely divisible Laplace-Stieltjes transforms. For a proof we refer to
van Ham (1978).
2.2. A function f is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a non-negative
infinitely divisible random variable if and only if it can be written in the form

THEOREM

00

lnf('t)=-y't+

J (e-'tX-l)dM(x),

(2.6)

o

where y~O and thefunction M (called the Levy spectralfunction) satisfies
M (x) is non -decreasing and M (00) = 0;

(2.7)

1

I x dM (x) < 00.

(2.8)

o

The representation is unique.
The couple (y, M) is called the Levy couple of f and it detennines f uniquely.
Let ID(lNo) denote the set of infinitely divisible Laplace-Stieltjes transforms whose
random variables are lNo-valued. Similarly, let ID(lI4) denote the set of infinitely
divisible Laplace-Stieltjes transforms whose random variables are ~ -valued.

3. CONTINUOUS TIME BRANCHING PROCESSES

In this section we give a review of some properties of continuous time,
continuous and discrete state space, Markov branching processes which will be used
in the following sections. For a more rigorous introduction to discrete state space
branching processes we refer to Asmussen and Hering (1983), which also includes the
results on discrete state space branching processes stated in this section. There is no
one work giving a comprehensive introduction to continuous state space branching
processes. As a starting point we refer to Pakes and Trajstman (1985) and their
reference list. For non-elementary results on continuous state space branching
processes stated in this section, which are not proved in Pakes and Trajstman (1985),
we will give a reference which does.
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Let IE {IN"0, ~}. An I-valued stochastic process (Yr(c»r~ with LaplaceStieltjes transforms (gnr~ is said to be a branching process with state space I, if
Yr(Ys(c» = Yt+s(c) ,s,t~O, eel;

(3.1a)

Yo(c)=c a.s. .

(3.1b)

Property (3.1a) is the basic branching property of the process (Yr(c»r~O' One often
makes one of the following three assumptions on the stochastic process (Yr(c»t~;
w

Yr(l)~lastJ,O;

(3.1c)

lP(Yr(l) < 00) = i , t ~ 0;

(3.1d)

lE(Y1 (1»:= em<oo.

(3.1e)

If (Yt(c»r~ satisfies (3.1a) through (3.1d), then we write (gnt~

E

BP(l). The

branching process is called supercritical, critical or subcritical according to whether
m > 0, m =0 or m < 0, respectively. Let gr be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the
random variable Y r(I). The function gr('t) has no zeros for 't~0 so the cumulant
generating function
Fr('t) := -lngt('t)=-lnlE(e -'tY,(l)

is a well defined function. In terms of Fr conditions (3.1a) through (3.1d) are
equivalent to (2.5) and condition (3.1e) is equivalent to
F 1'(O)=e m

(2.Se)

being finite. The continuity condition (3.1c) (or (2.Sc» implies that F r is a
differentiable function of t (cf. for example Kawazu and Watanabe (1971» with

a

at Fr('t) =U (Fr('t»

=U('t)F/('t) ,

(3.2)

where F/('t) := a/a'tFr('t) and
U('t) :=

~

ut

Fr('t) I r=O = lim t- 1 (Fr('t) - 't) .
r .1.0

The function U in (3.3) has been characterized for both BP(IN"o) and
BP (IN"o), U takes the form
U('t)=-A(e't h('t)-l),

(3.3)
BP~).

For

(3.4)

where A> 0 and he LST(IN"o). If (3.1d) is satisfied then U satisfies the non-explosion
condition
£

I

J U(x)-ldx 1=00 forallsufficientlysmalle>O.

(3.5)

0+

For BP~), Silverstein (1968) showed that if (3.1d) holds (such processes are called
conservative) then,
00

U('t)=a't-lha2-c2-

J (e-'tX-l+tx/(I+x 2 »dN(x),

o

(3.6)
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where U must satisfy the non-explosion condition (3.5) and N is a Levy spectral
£

fx

2

dN (x) < 00 ,

o

for every E > O. Conversely, any function of the form (3.4) or (3.6) generates a continuous composition semigroup (Ft)t~ through (3.2). From (3.4) and (3.6) it follows
that BP(lNo)nBP(I4) is non-empty and that BP(lNo)@POR+). We note that the
cumulant generating function U in (3.6) can be written as a limit of cumulant generating functions of the form (3.4), with h E LST(lNo) (cf. Takacs (1967)). The function U
in (3.4) and (3.6) is minus the logarithm of an infinitely divisible Laplace-Stieltjes
transform. lienee
U(t) is concave;

(3.7)

U(t)/t is decreasing.

(3.8)

Equation (3.2) is equivalent to
F,('t)

f

U(xrldx=t,t~O.

(3.9)

't

If (2.5e) holds then on differentiating (2.5a) in t it follows that
Fr'(O)=em! , t~O,

(3.10)

and hence that (cf. (3.3))
U'(O)=m.

(3.11)

We will use the probability that the process
and in 'infinite time', that is the quantities

(Yt(c))t~

goes 'instinct' in 'finite time'

p := limlP(Yt (1)=O);

(3.12)

t-+oo

r := lP(limYt(l)=O)= lim gt(t) ,t>O.
1-+00

(3.13)

1-+00

If there is a to> 0 such that U (to) < 0 then -lnr is the largest zero of U(t). If U(t) > 0
for all t > 0 then r =0. Furthermore, we have for BP(lNo) that

ifm ~O then r=p = 1,

(BP(lNo)) ,

(3.14a)

(BP(~)).

(3.14b)

and for BP(~) with Ft(t):I= t (cf. Grey (1974))
ifm~Othenr=1

andp=Oorp=1,

It is evident from (3.12) and (3.13) thatp Sr.
Let t, to E (0,00) be such that -lnr d: [to, 't] if r E (0, 1). Then
't

Aa(t) := exp {ex

f
'to

U(xr 1 dx },

(3.15)
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is a well defined function. Observe that (cf. (3.9»
Aa(F,(t»=e w Aa(t) , t~O.

(3.16)

We are now ready to prove two lemmas which we will need in Sections 6, 7 and 8.
The proof of the second lemma is similar to that of Theorem 4.2 in Pakes and
Trajstman (1985).
LEMMA 3.1. Let A a be given by (3.15) with
-Inr Ii [to, t].

If m

(i)

(Ie

Rand t, to e (0,00) being such that

* 0, then there exists a c > 0 such that

Aa(t)-c t alm as tJ..O.
(ii) Let to > -Inr if r >

o.

If U(t)/t ~ a

if;:

0 as t

~ 00,

then there exists a c > 0

such that
Aa(t)-c ~a as t~oo.
If we define aloo := 0, then (i) and (ii) are also valid for m =00 and a =00,
respectively.
PROOF.

Observe that
(t/tof<X!b exp {(I

't
f
'to

1
U(x) dx } = exp {

f't
'to

X
(I
[(I---

U (x)

1

b] -

x

dx ) .

The lemma now follows from Theorem 1.3.1, p. 12 of Bingham et al. (1987).

0

LEMMA 3.2. Let A a be given by (3.15) with (Ie Rand t, to e (0,00) being such that

if r > 0, then to > -Inr and t > -Inr or to < -Inr and t < -Inr.
(i)

If m < 0, then
F1(t)
F1(to) ~ Am (t) as t ~ 00;

(ii)

IfU(t)/t~a >Oast~oo,

then

F1(t)
F1(to) ~Aa(t) as t~oo;

(i). Let (I < O. From (3.15) it follows that A a has an inverse, A~l say, on
(-Inr, 00) or on (0, -Inr) if r > 0 and on (0,00) if r =0 or r = 1. By (3.16)

PROOF.
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a

F z('t)=A l (eat A a ('t» .

By Lemma 3.1 (i), A a is regularly varying with exponent wm at the origin, so A
regularly varying with exponent m fa, at the origin. Hence

a1
--=
Fz('tO) A a (eat A a ('to»
Fz('t)

A 1 (eat A a ('t»

eml Am('t)
e ml Am('tQ)

u is
1

Am('t)ast~oo.

(ii). This part of the proof is almost identical with the proof of part (i), except that
a, > 0 is chosen and Lemma 3.1 (ii) is used.
0
For our purposes not only the state space of a given branching process is of
interest, but also its divisibility properties. This will become clear in the following
sections. We therefore introduce the following notation.

NOTATION

3.3. Let II , 12 E {lNo , 114}. Let

BP(l1 ,I 2) := {(gz)z~ I (gt)t~ E BP (II) and gf E LST(I I> for all eEl 2 } ,

with 1 2 the largest of the two sets which has this property. For ease of notation we
will also say that the family (Ft)t~ of cumulant generating functions is a member of
BP(· ;1) if Ft=-!ngt and (gz)t~ E BP(· ;1).
0
We thus have that
BP(1l4 ; 114)=BP(ll4);
BP(lNo; 114)=BP(lNo) nBP(Il4);
BP(INo ; lNo) =BP(lNo)\BP(INo ;14) .

We conclude this section with two examples of F =(Ft)t~. The first example gives
the semigroup which generates the classical self-decomposable Laplace-Stieltjes
transforms if m < 0 and the reverse self-decomposable Laplace-Stieltjes transforms as
introduced in Hansen (l989b) when m > O. The second example corresponds to
discrete self-decomposability as defined in Steutel and van Ham (1979). For other
examples of BP(INo) we refer to van Ham et al. (1982) and of BP(14) we refer to
Lampeni (1967).

EXAMPLE

3.4. Take a=m

EXAMPLE

3.5.

¢

0, cr=O and NEO in (3.6). Then U('t)=m't and

0

Fz('t)=eml't.

Take m < 0 and HE 1 in (3.4). Then U('t)=m(e't-l) and

Fz('t) = l-e ml (l- e -'t).

o
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4. DISCOUNTED BRANCHING PROCESSES WITH IMMIGRATION

In this section we define a stochastic process (Zz(1»t~ called an a-discounted
branching process with immigration. This definition generalizes the notion of
continuous state space branching processes with immigration as introduced by
Kawazu and Watanabe (1971) and it also generalizes the definition of discrete state
space branching processes with immigration as given in Steutel et al. (1983). These
generalized branching processes are related with F-stable distributions (cf. Section 5)
and F, a-self-decomposable distributions (cf. Section 6) and will be studied in greater
detail in the near future.

Let IE rINo,~}, let Ft=-lngt with (gt)t~O E BP(·;/) and let X be a random
variable with Laplace-Stieltjes transform f E ID (/). A stochastic process (Zt(1»t~,
with Laplace-Stieltjes transforms (ht)t~ is said to de an a-discounted branching
process with immigration having an initial distribution X and (ht)t~o are said to belong
to BPI 0.(. ;1), if
ht(t) =

r-aJ (Ft(t» ft(t) , t ~ 0;

(4.1)

ft+s(t)=jfos(Fs(t»fs(t), t,s~O;

(4.2a)

fo(t) = 1 ,

(4.2b)

withft E ID (I). In terms of random variables (4.1) and (4.2) are equivalent to
Zz(1) =Yt(X(e-o.t»+Xt(l) , t~O,

(4.3)

where X(e-o.t) has Laplace-Stieltjes transform fe-<JJ, Y t (·), X(e-o.t) and X t (1) are
mutually independent, (Yt(l»t~ satisfies (3.1a) through (3.1d) and Xt(l), the total
amount of discounted living immigration at time t, generates a stochastic process
Xt(u) with independent stationary increments satisfying
Xt+s(l) =Ys(Xt(e--<J.S»+Xs (1) ;

(4.4a)

Xo(l)=O a.s..

(4.4b)

If a=O, then it is no longer necessary to assume that X(1) (or its Laplace-Stieltjes
transform f) and Xt(l) (or its Laplace-Stieltjes transform It) are infinitely divisible.
Before proving a representation theorem for the Laplace-Stieltjes transform ft, we

prove a preparatory lemma.

LEMMA

4.1. Let ft be a Laplace-Stieltjes transform satisfying (4.2). Then drdtft(t)

exists for all t ~ 0 and all t ~ O.

The proof of Lemma 1.2 in Kawazu and Watanabe (1971) can easily be
adapted to show that dldt lnft(t) I t=O exists for all t ~ O. From (4.2a) it follows that

PROOF.
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t-1(ln.ft+s('t)-lnfAt»=t- 1 e-as (In.ftCFs(t»).
The limit of the right hand side of (4.5) exists for all s ~ 0 as t
limit of the left hand side.
THEOREM 4.2. Let IE {INo , ~}. If (ht)rcfJ

E

(4.5)

J.. 0, hence so does the
0

BPI a. (. ; l) then the Laplace-Stieltjes

transform.ft is of the form
t

In.ft(t)=

f Inq(Fv(t»e~V dv ,

(4.6)

o

for some q E ID (I). Conversely, if.ft is of the form (4.6) for some q E ID (I) then (fi)r?O
satisfies (4.2) and it generates a family of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms
(ht)t~O E BPI 0.(' ; I) through (4.1)for any f E ID (l).
Let (tn)o be a sequence of non-negative numbers such that tn J.. 0 and
IN+ := {I, 2, ... } for x> O. Then (cf. (4.5»

PROOF.

xt;;1

E

x t;;1(ln.ft +s(t)-lnfit»=x t;;1 e-as (lnft (Fs(t») ,
(4.7)
•
•
where xt;;1In.ft. (Fs(t» is the logarithm of a Laplace-Stieltjes transform in LST(· ). By
Lemma 4.1 we can let tn J.. 0 in (4.7), yielding,
x

asa lnfs(t) =In qx(Fs(t»

for every x

E

,

1I4 and some function qx.

(4.8)
Integrating (4.8) in s over (0, t) yields

t

xln.ft(t)=

f In qxCFit»ds .

o

Since .ft(0+) = 1 and In qx(t) SO, we have that qx(O+) = 1 and hence by the continuity
theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes transforms, qxis a Laplace-Stieltjes transform for every
x > 0, and so by (4.8) q := q 1 is infinitely divisible (and hence so is.ft). Since q is the
limit of the right hand side of (4.7) with s = 0 as n ~ 00 and.ft E ID (I), q E ID (I).
The converse is easily verified.

o

REMARK 4.3. Let the operator T?, acting on infinitely divisible Laplace-Stieltjes
transforms, be defined by (cf. (4.1»

T? f= fe-oJ

0

Ft .

(4.9)

From (2.5a) it follows that (T?)t~ forms a composition semigroup, Le.,

T?T'f=T?+s' s,t~O;
1'8' =identity mapping.

(4. lOa)
(4. lOb)

Furthermore, e~ is the only depreciation function which makes (T?)t~O a
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composition semigroup.

D

4.4. In the proofs of Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.1 we do not use the
assumption that .It is infinitely divisible. The infinite divisibility of .It is in fact a
D
consequence of (4.8).

REMARK

5. THE STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS

Theorem 2.1 gives us a one-to-one correspondence between collections of
operators (Tt)t~ satisfying (1.11) and continuous semigroups of cumulant generating
functions (Ft)t~ satisfying (2.5a) through (2.5d). In Section 3 we saw that (Ft)t~
satisfies (2.5) if and only if it is a family of cumulant generating functions
corresponding to a Markov branching process. We shall therefore henceforth assume
that (Ft)t~ satisfies (2.5a) through (2.5d). If m is allowed to take the value 00, then
(2.5e) is always satisfied.
A Laplace-Stieltjes transform I is stable with exponent a if and only if it satisfies
(1.3) for some a> O. This result leads us to the following definition of a stable
Laplace-Stieltjes transform with exponent 0:, corresponding to the branching process
(Ft)t"~o,

5.1. Let I E {IN0 , ~} and let F = (Ft )t~ E BP (. ; I). A function I is said
to be F -stable with exponent a and belong to the set U ci, (F) if IE LST (l) and for
every t ~ 0 and some a E lR

DEFINITION

1('t)=r~(Ft('t», 't~0.

(5.1)

Since (5.1) holds for every t ~ 0, I is infinitely divisible if a ::t O. From (4.1) it
now follows that a Laplace-Stieltjes transform is F -stable with exponent a ::t 0 if and
only if it is an invariant distribution of an a-discounted branching process without
immigration, where 0: ::t O. IT Ft =-lngt> with gt E LST(INo), then, since lis infinitely
divisible for a ::t 0, IE LST(INo). If gt El LST(INo) then niether is f. We will consider
(5.1) for a fixed semigroup F. We therefore often write uci, instead of uci, (F). If
Ft('t) ='t for all 't~ 0, then 1= 1 is the only solution of (5.1) for 0: ::t 0 and all I satisfy
(5.1) if 0:=0. We will therefore henceforth exclude this case. We also exclude the
trivial case F,('t) 0 for all t ~ O.

=

It can be shown (cf. van Ham et al. (1982) or Remark 5.8) that if a < 0, then
(5.1) is equivalent to
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for some sequence (tn)!)' with tn e lRt. If a > 0, then we can rewrite (5.1) as
f(t)=flln(F t (t», t~O,

(5.3)

/I

for some non-negative sequence (tn)O'. Furthermore (5.2) corresponds to the classical
definition of stability (cf. Feller (1971». If Ft(t) is as in Example 3.4 with m > 0, then
rewriting (5.3) we can obtain (5.2) with Ft(t)=e-mt t. Thus in this case (5.2) and (5.3)
give rise to the same F-stable distributions. We now prove a representation theorem
for F-stab1e Laplace-Stieltjes transforms.

THEOREM

(i)

5.2. Let a. e R. feU ci

if and only if m

'* 0, U and a satisfy

ifm<O,thenm~o.<O;

(ii) if 0 < m < 00 then 0 < o.~m and U(t)/t ~a ~ a. as t
(iii) ifm = 00, then 0 < a. < 00 and U (t)/t ~ a ~ a. as t

~ 00;

~ 00,

and f is ofthe form
't

Inf(t) =- A(tO) exp {a

J U (x)-l dx } , t ~ 0,

(5.4)

'to

with A(tO) > O. Furthermore, either p = 1 (and we may choose to =00) or p =0 (and we
may choose to = 1). With this choice of to, the representation (5.4) is unique.

Let feU ci for some fixed a. e R. Logarithmic differentiation of (5.1) with
respect to t and evaluation in t = 0, yields

PROOF.

(5.5)

U(t) f(t) / f(t) - alnf(t) = 0 .

If 0.=0 then we must have U(t)==O, which is not possible. If U(to)=O for some
to e (0,00), then f (to) = 1 and so f == 1, which is not possible. Hence U(t)/o. 0 and

'*

so (5.4) is the solution of (5.5). It now follows that f is infinitely divisible. This
implies that lnf(t) is negative and convex and so
[lnf(t) / t][ :t lnf(t) r

1

~1.

(5.6)

It follows from (5.5) that
U(t)/to.=[lnf(t)/t][

d~ Inf(t)r 1 .

(5.7)

Letting t ~O and t ~oo in (5.7) now yields (i), (ii) and (iii) and the condition that
m
0 (cf. (3.8) and (3.11». If m ~O, then by (3.14) either p =0 or p = 1. If m > 0,
then, since U(t) has no zeros on (0,00), we have p ~r=O. If p = 1 then
lim't-+oof(t) > 0 and so we may choose to =00. If P =0 then this limit is zero, so we

'*
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may choose 'to < 00.
Conversely, if
Furthermore

I

has the form (5.4), then

I

satisfies (5.1) (cf. (3.15) and (3.16».

In.ft('t)
f't ax-U(x) dx-In'to } .
--=-A('to)exp {
't
'to xU (x)

(5.8)

Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) imply that the integrand in (5.8) is negative and so (5.8) is
increasing. By Seneta and Vere-Jones (1968) for m < 0 and BP(lRr), Pakes (1979) for
m > 0 and BP(~) and Seneta (1969) for m "# 0 and BP(JNo), we have that I is a
0
Laplace-Stieltjes transform. Hence fEU ci.

COROLLARY

1.

Ifle

uci and -teO) <00, then a=m < 00.

If -teO) < 00, then the right hand side of (5.7) tends to one and the left hand
0
side tends mla (cf. (3.11» as 't -l. o.

PROOF.

Before continuing we introduce some notation.
5.3. Denote by fci the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of an F-stable LaplaceStieltjes transform with exponent a if m "# 0 and a, m and U satisfy conditions (i) and
(ii) of Theorem 5.2 (and we call fci a proper F-stable Laplace-Stieltjes transform) and
if m = 0 or a, m or U do not satisfy (i), (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 5.2, let fci == 1.
0

NOTATION

Suppose that m "# 0, m < 00, that a, U and m satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem
5.2 and let An be defined by (3.15) (cf. Theorem 5.2), with 'to chosen as in Theorem
5.2. Then A n E uci and hence An is infinitely divisible. Let F = (Ft)r?O E BP (II ,I 2),
II ,1 2 E {JNo , ~}. For S > 0 define the map 1tb,n :LST(I 2) ~LST(I 1) (as in van
Ham et al. (1982» as follows:
00

1tb,ng('t) := g (S A n('t»=

f ifci ('t»" dG (x),

(5.9)

o

with ~ := SAn and G the distribution function corresponding to g. Hence, I is a
powermixture of F-stable Laplace-Stieltjes transforms with exponent a. Let fEU ci .
From (5.4) and (3.15) it follows that
In/('t)=-AA m('t)a1m, aim e (0, l],

(5.10)

for some A>O, i.e., 1('t)=g(Am('t» with g a stable Laplace-Stieltjes transform with
exponent aim. Conversely, if g is stable with exponent aim e (0, 1], then
I('t) := g (Am ('t» E uci. We have thus proved
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5.4. Let m

THEOREM

::j:.

0, m < 00 and let a, U and m satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of

Theorem 52.
f E U~ if and only if f=1tb,m g, with g E U~m«e-t)t~o), i.e., g is stable
with exponent alm,jor some, and hence all, 8> O.

(i)

(li) g E U~m«e-t)t~)
8>0.

if and only if 1t~,mg E

U~ (F) for some, and hence all,

The analogy between the classical stable and the F -stable distributions is further
emphasized in the following theorem.

THEOREM

(i)

5.5. Let f be a Laplace-Stieltjes transform with f

=1=

1.

Let m < O. f is F-stable if and only if there exists a Laplace-Stieltjes
transform g and a sequence (tk)O' with tk E ~ such that

lnf(t)= lim klng(Ftl(t»,
k-+oo

t~O.

(5.11)

(li) Let m > O. f is F -stable if and only if there exists an infinitely divisible
Laplace-Stieltjes transform g and a sequence (tk)O' with tk E ~ such that

Inf(t)= lim 11k In g (Ft.(t» , t
k-+oo

~0

.

(5.12)

The necessity follows from Definition 5.1 with (tk)O' chosen such that
exp{-atk) =k if a < 0 and exp{ atk} =k if a> O.

PROOF.

Conversely, let m < 0 and let fbe of the form (5.11). For the limit to exist Ftl (t) must
tend to zero as k ~oo, Le., tk ~oo as k ~oo (cf. (3.13». Also
lim (k+l) In g(Ftl (Ftl+1-tl (t») = Inf(t) .

k-+oo

.

Hence tk+l -tk ~O as k ~oo (cf. (2.5c». Thus for any t > 0 there exists a
subsequence (tl(k»O' with I (k) < k such that tk - tl(k) ~ t as k ~ 00. Observe that
Inf(t) = l~

l~)

l(k)lng(Ft/cl)(Ftl-t/cl)(t»).

Necessarily kll (k) converges as k ~ 00. Call this limit S (t). By the semigroup
property (2.5a) of (Ft)t~ we have that S(tl)S(t2)=S(tl +t2) for any tl,t2 >0.
Hence S (t) = e -at for some a < 0 and so f satisfies (5.1). Since f =1= 1, aIm E (0, 1], by
Theorem 5.2. Similarly for (ii).
D
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5.6. Let q be an infinitely divisible Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn. Suppose
a> m > 0 and r == O. Then U (t) > 0 for t > O. Hence (cf. (3.2» Ft (t) is an increasing
function in t and Ft(t) ~ 00 as t ~ 00 for any t > O. From (3.2) we also see that

REMARK

F "(t) ==..E... U (Ft(t») == U (Ft(t)) (U'(F (t)) - U'(t»),
U(t)
U(t)2
t
t

at

(5.13)

which is negative by (3.7). Hence F/(t) is decreasing in t and so F/(t)SF/(O)==e mt •
Also, since Inq(t) is convex and negative, d/dtlnq(t) is increasing and negative.
Hence, by L'Hopitals rule, (3.10) and (3.11),
.

lim e-at In q (Ft(t» == a lim e-at

t~

t-..+oo

q'(Ft(t»,
U(t) F t (t)
q (Ft(t»

;::: C U(t) lim e-aJ e mt ==0,
t~

for some C < O. If r > 0 (this is for example the case when m SO and Ft(t) ~ t) then
Ft(t) ~-lnr as t ~ 00 and hence, for a > 0
lim e-aJlnq(Ft(t»==O

t-..+oo

o

5.7. Theorem 5.5 (i) can be expressed in tenns of random variables as
follows: A random variable X is F-stable if and only if there exists a sequence of
independent and identically distributed random variables (Xj)j=l and a non-negative
sequence (tk)O such that

REMARK

k

L

w

Y~)(Xj)~X as k ~oo,

j=l

where Y~)(.), j == 1,2, ... are mutually independent, independent of Xj, j== 1,2, ... and
all distributed as Y t1 (. ). The triangular array (Y~)(Xj))J=l' k E IN+ is necessarily uan.
Thus X is a limit of a sequence of partial sums of independent identically distributed
nonned random variables, where the norming is done via the branching process
(Yt(' »t~·
0
5.8. The method used to prove Theorem 5.5 can be used to prove the
equivalence between (5.1) and equation (5.2) (if m < 0) or (5.3) (if m > 0).
0

REMARK

We conclude this section with two remarks and a generalization of the definition
of the domain of nonnal attraction of a (stable) Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn (cf. Feller
(1971)).
DEFINITION 5.9. A Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn g is said to be in the domain of nonnal

attraction with respect to F of the Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn f if there exists a non-
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negative sequence (tk)O' such that (5.11) is satisfied if m < 0 and (5.12) is satisfied if
m > O. In the latter case g must be an infinitely divisible Laplace-Stieltjes transform. 0
REMARK 5.10. By Theorem 5.5 and Remark 5.6 the only Laplace-Stieltjes transforms
which are not identically one, having a domain of normal attraction with respect to F
are the F-stable Laplace-Stieltjes transforms.
0
5.11. From the proof of Theorem 5.2, it follows that (5.4) is the (up to
multiplicative constants) unique solution of (5.1), even if fis not a priori assumed to
be a Laplace-Stieltjes transform.
0

REMARK

6. THE SELF-DECOMPOSABLE DISTRmUTIONS

We begin this section with a definition which generalizes (1.9) and (1.10) and
which combines the, until now, separate approaches to self-decomposability of INovalued random variables and ~ -valued random variables.
DEFINITION 6.1. Let I E {INo , ~} and let F = (Ft)t~ E BP(· ; I). A function f is said
to be F, a-self-decomposable and belong to the set U o.(F) if f E LST(l) and for every
t~O and some aE JR, there exists anft E LST(I) such that
f('t) =

r-<JJ (Ft('t»ft('t) , 't~0.

(6.1)

As in Section 5, we consider (6.1) for a fixed semigroup F. We therefore often
write U a instead of U a(F). Let ex(l) > 0.(2). By (6.1)
f('t) =

r

-<J(l)t

(FtC't»· fe

-<J(2)t

-e

-Q(l)t

(Ft('t»ft('t)

If f is infinitely divisible then it follows that U a(l) ;;JU 0.(2) for all ex(l) ~ ex(2). Hence
(U a)a.elR is an increasing sequence of sets.
6.2. It is evident from Definition 6.1 that U a (F) = U 1(G), ex> 0, where
G = (Gt)t~ and G t = Fuo.. Similarly if ex < O. It would therefore be sufficient to
consider the cases a=-l, ex=O and ex= 1. Since the analysis is not more complicated
when considering aE JR and since (6.1) provides us with some interresting
interpretations when ex is allowed to take values in lR (cf. Section 7), we consider (6.1)
foraE JR.
0
REMARK
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We are now ready to prove the analog of Theorem 5.3 in van Ham et al. (1982).
6.3. Let m
Theorem 52.

THEOREM

(i)

:f::

0, m < 00 and let a, U and m satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of

If m < 0, then g E U a «e-t)t~), i.e., g is a-self-decomposable if and only if
n:b,mg E U -aim(F) for all 8> O.

(ii) Ifm > 0, then g

E

U a«et)t~) if and only ifn:b·mg E U wm(F)for all 8 > O.

(i). Let Am(t) be given by (3.15) with m <0. Hence r=l (cf. (3. 14a»,
Ft(t) ~ 0 as t ~ 00 and Am(t) is a proper F -stable Laplace-Stieltjes transform (cf.
Notation 5.3). Let g be a-self-decomposable, i.e., let g be a Laplace-Stieltjes
transform satisfying (1.10) and letfe := n:b,mg, 8 > O. Then (cf. (5.1) and (3.16»
PROOF.

fe(t)

=g (8 Am(t» =g e-«l (e-t 8 Am(t»

withfe,t(t) =g -tim (8 Am(t». Hence fe

E

gt(8A m(t»

=if"'" (Ft (t»f9.t(t) ,

U -aim(F) for all 8> O.

Conversely, if g is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform, Am(t) is a proper F-stable LaplaceStieltjes transform and g (8 Am (t» E U -aim for all 8 > 0, then
g (8 Am(F lImlne(to)t» = ge-«l (e-mt 8A m(F I/mlne(to)t» g e,t(F lImlne(to)t) .

By Lemma 2.1 (i), Am(t)-t as tJ.O and hence Am(xt)-Am(x)'t as x J.O. Letting
x =F I/mln9(tO) we have (cf. (3.16»
8 Am(F I/mln9 (to )t) - t as 8 ~ 00 .
Letting 8 ~ 00 shows that g is an a-self-decomposable Laplace-Stieltjes transform.
(ii). Let Aa(t) be given by (3.15) with a > O. Under the conditions of the theorem
U(t) has no zeros on (0,00), so r=O. Hence Ft(t) ~oo as t ~oo (cf. (3.13». Let g be
reverse a-self-decomposable (ef. Hansen (l989b», i.e., let g be a Laplace-Stieltjes

transform satisfying
g(t)=ge-«l(ett)gt(t) , t~O,

with gt E LST(l4). The rest of the proof is almost identical with the proof of part (i),
except that we use Lemma 2.1 (ii), and therefore omitted.
0
Theorem 6.3 shows that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between aself-decomposable Laplace-Stieltjes transforms and the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms
in U a of the form g (Am(t» with g a Laplace-Stieltjes transform and where the
underlying branching process (Yt(c»t~ is such that proper F-stable Laplace-Stieltjes
transforms exist. A similar relation holds between F, a-self-decomposable LaplaceStieltjes transforms with 0 < m < 00 and reverse self-decomposable Laplace-Stieltjes
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transforms as introduced in Hansen (1989b). We note that not all Laplace-Stieltjes
transforms in U a are of the form g (SAm(t» with g a Laplace-Stieltjes transform (cf.
Example 6.6, van Ham et aI. (1982». Furthermore, not all branching processes give
rise to proper F-stable Laplace-Stieltjes transforms (cf. Theorem 5.2). Theorem 6.3
provides us with a way of constructing Laplace-Stieltjes transforms in U a for
branching processes whose generators U (cf. (3.4) and (3.6» satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 5.2, but it does not give us a characterization of U a, even if the conditions
of Theorem 5.2 are met.
Before proving a representation theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes transforms in U a
we state an assumption. The assumption is made for analytic purposes only.

°

6.4. If m > and U(t)/t ~ a E [0, ex), then we assume that
Definition 5.1 is infinitely divisible.
ASSUMPTION

THEOREM

6.5. Let I E {No , ~} and let F = (Ft)t?o

E

f in
0

BP(· ;/). fEU a(F) if and only

if
(i)

ifm :::;0, then m :::;ex;

(li)

ifm > 0, then ex> 0,

and there exists a q E ID (I) such that
00

lnf(t) =

f In q (Fv(t»

e-av dv + lnfci (t) ,

(6.2)

o

with the integral converging (cf. Theorem 6.6) and fci defined in Notation 4.3. The
representation in (62) is unique. Furthermore, if fEU a, then It in (6.1) is infinitely
divisible.

PROOF.

Suppose fEU a, i.e., suppose fsatisfies (6.1). From (6.1) it follows that

e-a(s+t) lnf (Fs+t(t» + Infs+t(t) = f(t)
=e-e1.S e-a.t lnf (Ft(Fs (t»)+ e-e1.S Inlt(Fs(t» + lnfs(t) .
Hence It satisfies (4.2). By Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.4, It is of the form (4.6) and so
It is infinitely divisible and (cf. (6.1»
t

Inf(t)=e-a.tlnf(Ft(t»+

Jlnq (Fv(t»e-av dv.

(6.3)

o

Since both terms on the right hand side of (6.3) are negative, the limit of each term
separately exists as t ~ 00. Let
lim e-a.t lnf (Ft(t» := lnx(t) .
t-+oo

(6.4)
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Necessarily, x('t) satisfies (5.1). Since f(O+)=q(O+) = 1 we have from (6.3) with t =00
that x (0+) = 1. If a~O, then we can define a sequence (tn)O' such that exp{-wn } E IN+.
Hence e -at" 1nf (Ft " ('t» is the logarithm of a Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn and so by the
continuity theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes transfonns x is a Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn.
If a>O and r>O then by (3.13), x('t)::1. If a>O and U('t)/'t-7a~a, then by
Remark 5.11 and Theorem 5.2 x E U~. If a> 0, r = 0 and U('t)/'t -7 a E [0, a), then
by Assumption 6.4, e-at lnf (Ft('t» is a Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn, and hence, by the
continuity theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes transfonns, so is x. By Theorem 5.2, x :: 1. In
any case f is in the domain of nonnal attraction with respect to F of f~ . Hence either
x E U~ or x:: 1, and so fis of the form (6.3). It follows thatfis infinitely divisible, so
lnf('t) is negative and convex and hence f satisfies (5.6). Differentiating (6.3) in t,
evaluating in t = 0 and rearranging as in the proof of Theorem 5.6 yields

U('t)/'t~a[lnf('t)/'t] [ :'t lnf('t)r 1 .

(6.5)

If m >0, then necessarily a>O. Let m ~O. Letting 'tJ.0 yields (cf. (3.11) and (5.6»
m~a.

Conversely, if f is of the form (6.2) then f is an infinitely divisible Laplace-Stieltjes
transfonn and by (5.1) and (2.5a),fsatisfies (6.1).
D
COROLLARY 1. If fE U a and - reO) < 00, then a=m < 00

fe uci.

if f

E

U~ and a> m

if

If - reO) < 00, then the right hand side of (6.5) tends to a as 't J. O. Since we
D
have equality in (6.5) if and only if f E U~ (cf. (5.5», the corollary follows.

PROOF.

COROLLARY 2. Iff e U a, then f is in the domain of normal attraction with respect to
F (cf Definition 5.9) off~ (cf Notation 5.3).
COROLLARY 3. Let IE {lNo, IRtl. U a (F), F = (Ft )t~ E BP (I ;. ) is a multiplication
semigroup, closed under limits, with U a(F) cID(/).
From Theorem 6.5 it follows that if (Ft)t~ E BP (lNo ,'), then f, ft e LST(lNo).
Also if gt eLST(lNo), then niether is f nor ft. It is curious to note that if
(Ft)t~ E BP(lNo; ~), then q is not necessarily the Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn of an
lNo-valued random variable. Thus in this case the set U o(F) is larger than the set of
F-self-decomposable distributions obtained by van Ham et al. (1982). The following
theorem gives us necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the
integral in (6.2).
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6.6. Let (y, M) be the Levy couple of the infinitely divisible LaplaceStieltjes transform q in (6.2) (ef. Theorem 2.2).

THEOREM

(i)

lfm Sa < 0, then the integral in (6.2) converges if and only if
00

(6.6)

< a=O, then the integral in (6.2) converges if and only if

(ii) Ifm

00

I lnxdM(x)

(6.7)

<00 •

1

(iii) Ifm=a=O, then for the integral in (6.2) to converge it is necessary that
(6.7) holds and U" (0) = 00 and sufficient that for some 0 E [0, 1) and some
c~O

l~q(~) -c x~ as x.J..O.
(iv) lfm >0 and

U(t)/t~a

>a as

t~oo,

then the integral in (6.2) converges

if and only ify=O and
1

I x wa dM(x) <

(6.8)

00.

o

(v) In all other cases the integral in (6.2) converges for any infinitely divisible

Laplace-Stieltjes transform q.
(i). Let m Sa < O. By Theorem 5.2,
(6.2) converges. Then (cf. (5.1) and (3.2»

PROOF.

fci

is proper. Suppose that the integral in

00

lnf(t)=

J lnq(Fv(t»e-o.v dv

o

00

=I

lnq(Fv(t»[lnfci (t)l1nfci (Fv(t»]dv

o

't

00

=lnfci(t)

a

I I -a [lnq(Fv(x»/lnfci(Fv(x»]dxdv

o

x

'to

+ lnfci (t) lnf(to) I lnfci (to)
't

=lnfci(t)

00

I I
'to

0

aa

v

[lnq(Fv(x»/lnfci(Fv(x»]u(xr1dvdx
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+ In/ci' (t) In/(to) Iln/ci' (to)
't

J [lnq(x)IU(x)ln/ci'(x)]dx

=-In/ei(t)

'to

+ In/ei (t) In/(to) Iln/ci' (to)

(6.9)

Since both tenns an the right hand side of (6.9) are negative, the limit of each tenn
separately exists as totO. By Lemma 2.1 (i), In/ei(x)--h alm and by (3.11),
U(t) - mx as x ,J.. O. Hence the integral in (6.9) converges if and only if
't

- J Inq(x)x-<XIm-l dx

(6.10)

<00.

o

This is the case (cf. Hansen (1989a)) if and only if (6.6) holds. Conversely, if (6.6)
holds, then (6.10) holds and so the integral on the right hand side of (6.9) converges
with to = O. As in (6.9) we have
t

't

-In/ci'(t)

J [lnq (x) I U(x}ln/ci' (x)]dx= J Inq(Fv(t»e-<lVdv

o

0
't

-In/ei(t)

J [lnq(Ft(x»IU(x)ln/ci'(Ft(x»]dx.

(6.11)

o

Again, both tenns on the right hand side of (6.11) converge as t ~ 00, and so the
integral in (6.2) converges.
(ii). Let m < 0 and a=O. Suppose the integral in (6.2) converges. Then, as in the
proof of part (i), we have
't

00

J Inq(Fv(t»dv=- J [lnq(x)IU(x)]dx.

o

(6.12)

0

Since U (x) - xm as x ,J.. 0, the above integral converges if and only if
't

- f lnq (x)x-

1

dx

< 00 •

(6.13)

o

This is the case (cf. Hansen (1989a» if and only if (6.7) holds. The converse is proved
as in part (i), by using the equivalence between (6.13) and the convergence of the right
hand side of (6.12).
(iii). The proof of this part is almost identical with the proof of Theorem 6.2 (i), van

Ham et al. (1982), and therefore omitted.
(iv). Let m > 0 and U(t)/t ~ a> a. By Theorem 5.2, /ei is proper. From the proof of
part (i) we know that if (6.2) converges, then (6.9) holds, Le.,
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't

In.ft('t) I1nf~ (t) +

f

[In q(x) / U (x) lnf~ (x)] dx =lnf(to) I1nf~ (to) .(6.14)

'to

Since both terms on the left hand side are positive, the limit of each term separately
exists as 't~oo. By Lemma 2.1 (ii), Inf~(x)--AXaJa and by (3.11), U(t)-mx as
x ~oo. Hence if (6.14) holds then
00

- f lnq(x)x-Wa-l dx <00.

(6.15)

't

This is the case if and only if y= 0 and (6.8) holds (cf. Hansen (1989b». Conversely, if
(6.8) holds, then (6.15) holds and so the integral in (6.14) converges with t=oo. As in
(6.9) we have
t

00

-lnf~(t)

f

[lnq(x)/U(x)lnf~(x)]dx=-

f Inq(Fv(to»e-aVdv
0

'to
00

f [In q (Ft (x»

-lnf~ (t)

/ U (x) Inf~ (Ft(x»] dx .

(6.16)

'to

Again, both terms on the right hand side of (6.16) converge as t ~ 00, and so the
integral in (6.2) converges.
(v). Let q be an infinitely divisible Laplace-Stieltjes transform. If r > 0 (which is the
case when m $0) then, by Remark 5.6,
lim e-5t In q (Ft(t» = 0 ,

t > 0,

t~

for any 0 > O. Letting 0 = aJ2, a. > 0, it follows that the integral in (6.2) is bounded
from above. Let r = O. Then U (t) has no zeros on (0, 00), so the function fin (5.4) is
well defined (but not a Laplace-Stieltjes transform). If U(t)/t ~ a E (0, a.], as t ~ 00,
then from Theorem 2.2 it is clear that (6.8) holds for any Levy spectral function M.
As in the proof of (iv), it follows that (6.2) converges. If U(t)/t ~ 0, as t ~ 00, then
on defining Ua~U as a!O with Ua(t)/t~a>O as t~oo, it follows that (6.2)
converges.
0
Um' m < 0, then f must be F-stable with exponent m, or,
equivalently, thenfis of the form (6.2) with q == 1.
COROLLARY

1. If f

E

Let m < 0 and suppose fEUm. By the proof of Theorem 6.6 (i), q must satisfy
(6.10) with a.=m. Hence

PROOF.

lim In q (x)x- 1 =0.

xJ.o

This implies that q'(O)=O and so q == 1.

0
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6.7. We can drop the assumption that f is infinitely divisible in Assumption
6.4 if it can be shown that f is infinitely divisible if and only if fe is a Laplace0
Stieltjes transform for every c ~ 1.

REMARK

REMARK 6.8. From Theorems 4.2 and 6.4 we see that a Laplace-Stieltjes transform is
F, a-self-decomposable if and only if its distribution is an invariant distribution of an
0
a-discounted branching process with immigration.

We conclude this section with a remark and a limit theorem for a-discounted
branching processes with immigration, which is analogous to Theorem 3.2 in Steutel
et al. (1983).
6.9. Let (Zt(1»t~O be an a-discounted branching process with immigration
and let X be an F, a-self-decomposable random variable. Then

THEOREM

w

(i)

If there is a random variable Zoo(1) such that Zt(1) ~ Zoo (1) as t
Zoo(1) is an F, a-self-decomposable random variable.

~ 00,

then

(li) X is the weak limit ofan a-discounted branching process with immigration.

(i). Let h t be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of Zt(1). Hence h t is of the form
(4.1) with f some (infinitely divisible if a ¢ 0) Laplace-Stieltjes transform and it
given by (4.6). Obviously

PROOF.

00

In h (t) := limln ht(t) = lnx(t) +
t~

f In q (Fvet»~ e-av dv ,

0

with x a Laplace-Stieltjes transform satisfying (5.1). By Theorem 5.2, x(t)::d or
x E uci, and so by Theorem 6.5, h E U a'
(ii). Let f be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of X. Since fEU a, f satisfies (6.1).
Define ht by (4.1). Since ft is of the form (4.6), it satisfies (4.2) (cf. Theorem 4.2).
Hence (ht )t~ is the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of an a-discounted branching process
0
with immigration. Obviously ht ~ f as t ~ 00.

6.10. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of Zoo(l) in
0
Theorem 6.9 can be derived from Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 6.6.

REMARK
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7. MULTIPLY SELF-DECOMPOSABLE DISTRIBUTIONS

Urbanik (1973) considered distributions (on R) whose characteristic function cl>
satisfies (1.10) with a=O. If the characteristic functions cl>t also satisfy (1.10) with
a= 0 for every t ~ 0, then Urbanik (1973) called cl> l-times-self-decomposable.
Proceeding inductively he defines the set of n-times-self-decomposable characteristic
functions. In a similar way Berg and Forst (1983) consider n-times-(discrete)-selfdecomposable Laplace-Stieltjes transforms, with the functional equation (1.4) as their
starting point. We generalize both definitions (for distributions on lNo and lRr) in the
following definition.
DEFINITION 7.1. Let F = (Ft)t?:.O be a continuous composition semigroup of cumulant
generating functions satisfying (2.5). Define the sets U~ (F), n e lNo, inductively by
U& (F) := U a(F) and
U~(F) := (fe U~-l (F) I for all t e (0,00) ,ft e U~-l (F)} ,n e IN+ .

We say thatfis n-times-F, a-self-decomposable if f e U~ (F).

0

Multiply self-decomposable distributions have also been studied by Hong and
Thu (1985), where the discrete parameter n is replaced by a continuous parameter
c ~O. It is evident from Definition 7.1 that U~, n e lNo, form a decreasing sequence
of sets for each fixed a, Le.,
U a := U&:::> U lx :::> ••• :::> U~ :::> ... :::> U~:=

n U~.

(7.1 )

neINo

From Corollary 3 to Theorem 6.5 and Definition 7.1 it follows that U lx is a
multiplication semigroup, closed under limits. Proceeding by induction the following
lemma is easily proved.

LEMMA

7.2.

U~,

n e lNo is a multiplication semigroup, closed under limits.

We are now ready to prove
THEOREM 7.3. Let f and q be related by (62) with the integral converging and let
n e IN+. f e U~ if and only if q e U~-l with q having no F-stable component with
exponenra.
PROOF. Let f e U~, Le., let f satisfy (6.1) with ft e U~-l for every t > O. From the
proof of Theorem 5.2 we have that
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Inq(t)=limt-1ln.ft(t) , t~O.
do
Since.ft E U~-l cID(~), we have that fFt
under limits and hence q E U~-l.

(7.2)
E

U~-l. By Lemma 7.2, U~-l is closed

Conversely, let q E U~-l (with no F-stable component with exponent ex). Observe that
In.ft(t) = lnf(t) - e-«t lnf (Ft(t))
=

J [lnq(Fv(t))-e-«t Inq(Ft(Fv(t)))] e-av dv

o

J In qt(Fv(t)) e-av dv .

=

o

Hence .ft E U ex for every t ~ O. Obviously, if q can be decomposed n times in this
fashion, then so can f.
D
Theorem 7.3 provides us with a simple way of characterizing
is done in the following theorem.

U~,

n E INo. This

7.4. Let IE {INo , ~}, let F = (Ft)t~ e BP(. ;1) and let n E lNo. f
if and only if

THEOREM

(i)

Ifm

~O,

E

U~ (F)

then m ~ex;

(li) Ifm > 0, then ex> 0,

and there exists a q e ID (1) such that
lnf(t) =

J In q (Fv(t)) v n e-av dv + lnfci (t) ,

(7.3)

o

with the integral converging (cf. Theorem 75) and fci defined in Notation 4.3. The
representation in (7.3) is unique.
We prove the theorem by induction. The theorem is true for n =0 by Theorem
6.5. Assume that the theorem holds for n =0, 1, ...,N-1. By Theorem 7.3 f E U~ if and
only if qEU~-l. Substituting (7.3) with n=N-l into (6.2) for q, changing the
D
variable of integration and evaluating yields (7.3) with n =N.

PROOF.

We now give a theorem which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the
convergence of the integral in (7.3).
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THEOREM

7.5. Let (y, M) be the Levy couple of the infinitely divisible Laplace-

Stieltjes transform q in (7.3) (cf. Theorem 22).
(i)

If m :s; (X < 0, then the integral in (7.3) converges if and only if
00

J (lnx)n x wm dM (x) <

(7.4)

00 •

1

(ii) If m < (X= 0, then the integral in (7.3) converges if and only if
00

J (lnx)n+ldM(x)<oo.

(7.5)

1

(iii) If m = a= 0, then for the integral in (7.3) to converge it is necessary that
(7.5) holds and U" (0) = 00 and, on letting
00

f Inq (F (1:» v k- 1 dv ,

Inqk(1:):=

v

o

if k>O and qo := q, sufficient that for every k=O,l, ... ,n there exists a
Bk E [0, 1) and some c ~O such that
In qk(X)

U (x) - c x

-5k

as x

.1 0 .

(iv) Ifm >0 and U(1:)/1:~a >a as
if and only ify=O and

1:~00,

then the integral in (7.3) converges

1

J (lnx-1)n x wa dM (x) <

00 •

o

(v) In all other cases the integral in (7.3) converges for any infinitely divisible
Laplace-Stieltjes transform q.
m :s; a < O. By Theorem 5.2, fci is proper. As in the proof of Theorem
6.6 (i) we see that for n > 0,

PROOF. (i). Let

00

Inf(1:) =

f In q (F (1:» v n e-<Xv dv
v

o

00

=

00

f [ J nInq(Fv(1:»e-<xvdv]u n -

o

1

du

u

a
J
[f J -a [nlnq(Fv(1:»lfci(Fv(x»]u
o
00

=Infci(1:)

't

00

u

0

V

n 1
-

IU(x)d.xdv]du
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1:

=-lnf~ ('t)

00

f [ f n In q (Fu(x»

o

u n- 1 e-<XU du][ U (x)f~ (x) r 1 dx

0

The integral converges (cf. proof of Theorem 6.6 (i» if and only if
1:

f [f
o

nlnq(Fu(x»u n- 1 e-iXUdu][xlnfci' (x)r 1 dx <00.

(7.6)

0

By iteration we have that (7.6) holds if and only if (cf. proof of Theorem 6.6 (i) and
(6.10»
1:

X 8 -1

Xl

f f· ..·· f

o

0

nllnq(xn)(xl' .... Xn_lrl.x;;Wm-ldxn· ... ·dxl<oo,

(7.7)

0

which is equivalent to
1

J Inq(xn)(lnx~l)n x;;wm-l dxn <00.

o

This is true if and only if (7.4) holds (cf. Hansen (1989a».
(ii). Let Inf6 ('t) := 1. As in the proof of Theorem 6.6, we see that the integral in
(7.3) converges if and only if (7.6) is true or equivalently (7.7) holds, both with a=O.
Again, (7.7) with a=O is equivalent to (7.5).

(iii). As in the proof of part (i) we see that

J

1:

00

J[ f n In q (Fu(x» u n- 1 du][ U (x) r

In q (Fy('t» v n dv =

1

dx .

0 0 0

This part now follows as in the proof of Theorem 6.3 (ii) in van Ham et al. (1982).
(iv). This part can be proved by applying the same method of proof used to prove
Theorem 6.6 (iv) to part (i).
(v). This part of the proof is almost identical with the proof of Theorem 6.6 (v) and
0
therefore omitted.
Let X have Laplace-Stieltjes transform f E U~, with a > 0 and f having no Fstable component with exponent a. Since the set of compound Poison distributions is
dense, in the topology of weak convergence, in the set of infinitely divisible
distributions, we have that
00

lnf('t) = lim - Ak (1k--+oo

f gk(Fy('t»

v n an+1 e-iXY (n 1)-1 dv) ,

0

for some sequence of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms (gk)O" Hence the set of random
variables of the form Yr(Z(N», with N Poison, r a gamma (a, n+l) distributed
random variable and Yt> r, Z and N independent, is dense, in the topology of weak
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convergence, in the set of n-times-F, a-self-decomposable random variables with no
F-stable component with exponent a. In fact, if X is compound Poison (which is the
case if X is lNo-valued and infinitely divisible), then X= Yr(Z(N)). Let (Ft)t~o be as
in Example 3.4 with m = -1. Then
d

Yr(Z)=ul'cx ..... U!/~l' Z,

(7.8)

where Ui> i=1,2, ... ,n+l are uniformly distributed on [0,1], mutually independent
and independent of Z. Similarly if (Ft)t~ is as in Example 3.5 with m=-1 and 0 is
defined (in distribution) by (1.5), then
d

Yr(Z) = Ul'cx0 ... 0U!/~10Z,

(7.9)

with the same conditions on U i and Z as above. When n =0, then Yr(Z) in (7.8) is 0.unimodal (with mode at zero) in the sense of Olshen and Savage (1970) and Yr(Z) in
(7.9) is discrete a-unimodal (at zero) in the sense of Abouammoh (1987) and Steutel
(1988). We will call a random variable n-times-a-unimodal (at zero) if it is of the
form (7.8) (if it is absolutely continuous) or (7.9) (if it is lNo-valued). Let f be
compound Poisson. We then have that f E U~ with f having no F -stable component
with exponent a if and only if the Levy spectral function of f is equal to a constant
times the distribution function of an n-times-a-unimodal (at zero) random variable. In
Hansen (1989a) and Hansen (1989b) a more general result is obtained characterizing
all Laplace-Stieltjes transforms in U~, with (Ft)t~O as in Example 3.4 with,
respectively, m =-1 and m = 1, in terms of an a-unimodality condition of the Levy
spectral function.
The sets U~ are increasing in a and decreasing in n. It is therefore natural to
consider the limits of the sequence of sets U~ as 0.-7 00 and n -7 00 • In the following
theorem we find the former.

7.6. Let IE {lNo , ~ }, n E INo and let F = (Ft )t~O E BP (. ; I). The sequence
of sets (U~ (F))exeIR is an increasing sequence of sets with
THEOREM

v

exeIR

U~ (F)=ID(l) .

Let q E ID(l) and denote by rcx(v) the distribution function of a gamma
distributed (a, n +1) random variable. For a> max(O , m), let
PROOF.

00

lnqcx(t)=

J Inq(Fv(t))drcx(v) ,

o

with the integral converging by Theorem 7.5. From Theorem 7.4, q cx E U~ (F).
Obviously r cx(v) tends to a distribution function with a jump of size one at the origin
as 0.-7 00 • By Helly's second theorem q cx -7 q as 0.-7 00 and the theorem is proved. 0
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We next characterize Ur;. := limn -+oo U~. The proof is similar to the proof of
Theorem 3.3 in Hong and Thu (1985).

7.7. Let a. E R. f e Ur;. :=
distribution function G such that

THEOREM

lnf('t) =

I

rlnelNo U~

if

and only

if

there exists a

(7.10)

In.!i('t)dG(x),

(min(O,m), ctl

with.!i defined in Notation 5.3 .

Let InUr;. := {Inf If e Ur;.} and let K = {Inf e InUr;. If (1) = e- I }. It is
easily checked that K is compact (in the topology of pointwise convergence), convex
and spans InU~. By Choquets theorem (cf. Chequet (1960» every point of K is the
barycenter of a probability measure concentrated on the set of extreme points of K.

PROOF.

Let f e

U~

and suppose that f is not F-stable with exponent a.. For each t e

~,

let
c(t)=-e-ctt Inf (Ft(l»

and let
In g I,t('t) = C (tr I e-ctt Inf (Ft('t» ;

(7.11)

In g 2,t('t) = (1- c (t)r I [lnf ('t) - e-ctt lnf (Ft('t»] ,
for some function c (t) e (0, 1). Obviously g I,t , g 2,t e K. Hence
Inf ('t) =c (t) Ing I,t('t) + (1- c (t» In g 2,t('t) .
If lnfe is an extreme point of K and fe
for all t e ~. By (7.11)

¢

fci, then necessarily lnfe =Ing I,t =Ing2,t

lnfe('t) = c (t)-I e-<1.t Infe(Ft('t»,

for all te~. Necessarily C(tI+t2)=C(t})C(t2) and hence c(t)=e-at , for some
a > O. From Theorem 5.2 it follows that fe /i,,-a, (cf. Notation 5.3). Applying
Choquets theorem, we see that f is of the form (7.10).

=

The converse is easily verified.

o

REMARK 7.8. The sets U~ (F), with m < 0 are similar to the set of n-times-o.-selfdecomposable Laplace-Stieltjes transforms and the sets U~ (F), with m > 0 are similar
to the set of reverse n-times-o.-self-decomposable Laplace-Stieltjes transforms as
introduced in Hansen (1989a) and Hansen (l989b), respectively.
0
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8. SOME CENTRAL LIMIT PROBLEMS

It is well known (cf. Loeve (1977» that a random variable X is infinitely
divisible if and only if there exists a triangular array, (Xjk)'=I, k E IN+, of independent
random variables satisfying

lim sup lP( I Xjk I ~E)=O,
k--+oo ISjSk

(8.1)

for all E > 0, such that
k

L

w

X jk ~X as k ~oo.

(8.2)

j=1
Let X jk be non-negative and have Laplace-Stieltjes transform !jk. As mentioned in
van Ham et al. (1982), Section 23.A of Loeve (1977) can be adapted to show that
(8.1) is equivalent to
lim inf !jk(t) = 1 .
k-+oo ISjSk

(8.3)

If (Xjk)j=1> k E IN+ satisfies (8.1) or (fjk)j=1> k E IN+ satisfies (8.3), then the triangular
array is said to be uniformly asymptotically negligible (uan for short). If Xjk=akXj,

> 0, then X is self-decomposable and if in addition the Xj are identically
distributed, then X is stable (cf. Loeve (1977». In this section we give necessary and
sufficient conditions in terms of Xjk> ensuring that X in (8.2) has a Laplace-Stieltjes
transform in U a. We also characterize the random variables X in (8.2) when
Xjk = Y~)(X/(l/k)U», i.e., when X is the weak limit of a sequence of partial sums of
independent normed random variables, where the norming is done via the «(X.discounted) branching process Y'l (. ). Writting the integral in Theorem 7.4 as a limit
of Riemann sums we have (cf. Notation 5.3)

ak

THEOREM 8.1. Let I E {INo , lR.t}' let F = (Ft )t?'o E BP (. ; /), let n E lNo and let / be a
Laplace-Stieltjes transform with / not identically one. / E U~ (F) if and only if there
exists a q E ID (/) such that
k

In/(t)=ln/ci (t)+ lim (lIk)U L lnq(F lnk _ lnj (t»ja-1 (lnk/j)n .
k-+oo
j=1

By Remark 6.2 and Theorem 8.1 it follows that /

E

(8.4)

U U(F) if and only if

i

In/(t)=ln/ci (t)+ lim (lIk)sig n(U)
lnqj.. .'n<u)-l (F a(lnk-lnj) (t» (lnk/j)n . (8.5)
k-+oo
j=1
Here we use the function sign defined by sign (x) = 1 if x> 0, sign(x)=O if x =0 and
sign(x)=-l if x < O. In Theorem 8.1 we see that the logarithm of any Laplace-
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Stieltjes transfonn in U~ can be written as a limit of a weighted sum of logarithms of
identical Laplace-Stieltjes transfonns. In the next theorem we obtain a less restrictive
limiting fonn of f in U a than in Theorem 8.1.
8.2. Let I e {lNo , ~ }, let F =(Ft )t~ e BP (. ; I) and let f be a LaplaceStieltjes transform with f;l= 1. feU a(F) for some ex.e R if and only if there exists a
sequence (qj), with qj e ID (I) and a non-decreasing sequence (tk)i, with tk ~oo and
tk+l - tk ~ 0 as k ~ 00, such that
THEOREM

lnf('t) = lim (lIk)si gn(a) fIn qj(Ft -t.('t».
k~oo'

j=l

1

(8.6)

)

If ex. s: 0, then it is not necessary to assume that qj is infinitely divisible.

PR<;>oF. Let t=lnk in (5.1). Then lnfci =(lIk)aln fci 0 Fink. Letting tk=lnk,
B
qi"' n(a)-l =qj, j ~ 2 and q 1 =q.
in (8.5) proves the only if part. Conversely, let 1(k)
be a sequence with 1(k) s: k and tk - tl (k) ~ t for some t e ~. Observe that

r:.

~ In qj(Ftctj('t»

(llk)sign(a)

J=l
.

()

.

( ) I (k)

=(1 (k)lk)slgn a (111 (k»slgn a

L

In qjCFt/(l)-t/Ftl-t/(l) ('t)))

j=l

f

+ (llk)sign(a)

In qj(Ftct/'t» .

(8.7)

j=/(k)+l

Letting k ~ 00 in (8.7), it follows that
lnf('t) =8 (t) Inf(Ft('t»

+ In.ft('t),

(8.8)

for some function ft('t). Since f (0+)= 1, .ft(0+) =1. By the continuity theorem for
Laplace-Stieltjes transfonns, .ft is a Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn. Let i (k) s: k be such
that tk-ti(k) ~s+t as k ~oo for some s e (0,00). Necessarily tl(k)-l -ti(k) ~s as
k ~ 00 and hence
.

.

1(k)-l

lim (1 (k)_l)-slgn(a)

k~

L

In qjCFt/(lH-t/'t» = InfsC't) .

j=i(k)

Observe that
(lIk)sign(a)

f

Inqj(Ft1-t/'t»

j=i(k)
.

()

.

= «1 (k)-1)lk)Slgn a (1 (k)-l)-slgn(a)

I(k)-l

~

~

j=i(k)
.

+ (llk)Slgn(a)

In qJ·(Ftl(lH -t (Ft1-t/(lH ('t»)
j

k

L
j=1 (k)

Inqj(Ftct/'t».

(8.9)
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Letting k ~ 00 in (8.9) we see that
lnfs+t('t) =S (t) lnfs (Ft ('t»

+ lnft(t) .

From (8.8) we have

S (t +s) lnf(Ft+s(t» + In.ft+s(t)
=S (t) S (s) In f(Ft +s (t» + S (t) In fs(F t (t» + In.ft(t) .
It now follows that S(t+s)=S(t)S(s) for all t,s~O and so S(t)=e-at with
sign (a) = sign (a). Hencefe U a ( F ) . O
COROLLARY 1. Let f be a Laplace-Stieltjes transform with f$ 1. feU a«emt)t~)for
some a e IR and for some m ¢ 0 if and only if there exists a sequence (qj), with
qj e ID (l) and a non-decreasing sequence (tk) i, with tk ~ 00 and tk+ 1 - tk ~ 0 as
k ~oo, such that

lnf(t) = lim (lIkt

. ()
,gn

a

k~oo

k

LIn q/e

mt
k

t ).

j=1

If a ~ 0, then it is not necessary to assume that qj is infinitely divisible.
REMARK

8.3. Let
lnfjk(t) := (lIkl ign (a) Inq(F a(lnk_lnj)(t»rign (a)-1 (lnk/j)n .

Since the limit in (8.4) is a limit of a sequence of Riemann sums, necessarily (8.3)
holds and so ~k)1=1' k e IN+ is a uan triangular array. Now suppose f is of the form
(8.6) with (fjk) j=l, k e IN+ a uan triangular array defined by
InJjk(t) := (lIkl ign (a) Inqj(Ftctj(t».

(8.10)

Observe that
. () k+l
~ Inq.(F
( lIk+l)s,gn a 4.J
J tk+1-tj (t»
j=1

= (11k + l)sign(a) In qk+l (t) + (k /k+ 1)sign(a) (lIkt ign (a)

i: In

q/Ftk-t/Ftk+1-tk (t»)

j=1

By the uan property (l/k+ l)sign(a) In qk+l (t) ~ 0 as k ~ 00. Hence, on letting k ~ 00, it
follows that Ftk+1-tj, (t) ~ t, which implies that tk+l - tk ~ 0 as k ~ 00. Let ex ~ 0 and
suppose tk ~ t < 00 as k ~ 00. Since f$ 1, there exists a qj(O) $ 1. Hence
0= lim inf (lIk+1)sign(a) lnq·(F
k-+oo ISjSk

J

tj,+l

-t.(t»
J

~ lim In qj(o)(Ftct'(O) (t) = In qj(O) (Ft-t·(O) (t» .
k~oo

J

J

Since qj(O)$ 1, Ft(t) =0, which has been excluded. So tk~oo as k~oo. The
condition that tk ~ 00 and tk+l - tk ~ 0 as k ~ 00 in Theorem 8.2 can therefore be
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replaced by the condition that (fjk)j=l, k E IN+, with fjk defined by (8.10), is a uan
triangular array. If a> 0 and tk ~ t < 00 as k ~ 00, then for any q E ID (/), it can be
shown that
k

(11k)

L

Inq(Ftl_t/t))~lnq(t)ask~oo.

j=l

So if a > 0, then the condition that (fjk)j=l, k E IN+, with fjk defined by (8.10), is a uan
triangular array can only replace the condition that tk+ 1 - tk ~ 0 as k ~ 00 in Theorem
·0
8.2, but not the condition that tk ~ 00 as k ~ 00.
We next consider the special case where qj =qj 0 F tj in Theorem 8.2. This
approach is similar to that in Section 8 of van Ham et al. (1982). We first give a
definition.
DEFINmON 8.3. Let IE {INo ,Rr}, let F = (F t )t"2fJ E BP(· ;l) and let f be a LaplaceStieltjes transform with f ~ 1. Denote by La (F) the set of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms
fhaving the form
lnf (t)= lim (lIk)sign(a)
k-+co

i

Inqj(Ft/t») ,

j=l

for some sequence of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms (qj), with qj E ID (I) if a> 0 and
some non-decreasing sequence (tk)i with tk ~ 00 and tk+l - tk ~ 0 as k ~ 00. Also let
1t~.b(U a(G)) := {1t~.bgig

E

U a(G) } .

o

If r E (0, 1), then by (3.13) the set La(F) is empty. We will therefore hence forth
only consider branching processes with r = 0 or r = 1, that is processes where U(t) has
no zeros on (0, 00). Hence either m ~ 0 or m > 0 and U (t)/t ~ a ~ 0 as t ~ 00. Before
characterizing the sets La(F) we prove a lemma.

8.4. Let tOE (0,00) and A a be defined by (3.15). Ifm=O or
t ~ 00, then for all E E (0, to)

LEMMA

Ft(t)

- - ~ 1 as t
Ft(to)

~oo

U(t)/t~O as

uniformly on (E, to);

PROOF. By (3.8), U(t)/t is decreasing and since Ft(t) < Ft(to) for all t E (0, to) we
have
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Hence the limit in the lemma, say F (t), must exist on (0, to). As in the proof of
Theorem 5.5, it can be verified that exp-F(t) satisfies (5.1) for some ae R. Let
m=O.!fa 0, then F(o+)=O. By (3.14a) and (3.13), Ft(t)~O as t~oo. So there
exists a sequence (tk)i such that F tk (to) = k- 1. Hence by the continuity theorem for
Laplace-Stieltjes transforms exp-F is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform. By Theorem 5.2,
we must have F == 0 which is impossible (F (to) = 1). Hence a = 0 and so F == 1. Let
U(t)/t ~ 0 as t ~ 00. If (Ft)t~o e BP(lNo), then by (3.4), h (t) = r,;=1 hke-'tk and so U
is also of the form (3.6). We thus have that (Ft)t~ e BP(JI4), which implies that
exp-Ft is infinitely divisible. Hence Ft(t)lFt(to) is a cumulant generating function. As
in the case when m = 0, it can be shown that F == 1.
0

*

THEOREM

(i)

8.5. Let La(F) and 1tb,b(U a(G» be as in Definition 8.3.
Ifm < 0, then L a (F)=1tb,m(U a«e-t)t~»forall

e > 0;

(li) Ifm =0, then La(F) is empty;
(iii) Ifm >0 and U(t)/t~a~a as t~oo, then La(F)=1tb,a(Ua«et)t~»for
all > 0;

e

(iv) Ifm > 0 and U(t)/t ~ a e [0, a) as t

~ 00,

then La(F) is empty.

(i) and (iii). Suppose f e La(F). Let b =m if m < 0 and b =a > 0 if m > O. By
Lemma 3.2, Ft(t)/Ft(to) ~Ab(t) as t ~oo. Observe that

PROOF.

.

r,k In q/Ftk (t»

(lIk)Slgn(a)

j=l
.

=(lIk)Slgn(a)

r,lnqi<

k

F t (t)

j=l

F tk (to)

k

e-lnCkFtk(to)elnCk).

(8.11)

Let Ck be a non-decreasing sequence such that e-lnCk Ftk(tO)~e for some e >0 (by
(3.13) it is always possible to find such a sequence). Necessarily Ck+1 -Ck ~O as
k ~ 00. Since the limit of the left hand side of (8.11) exists (by assumption), so does
the limit of the right hand side as k ~ 00, and hence the function g defined by
.

r, In qj(e

() k

lng (t) := lim (lIk)Slgn a
k~

InC
k

t)

j=l

is a well defined Laplace-Stieltjes transform. Since f:1= 1, g:1= 1 and so by Corollary 1
to Theorem 8.2, g E U a«emt)t~) for some ae R. It is now clear that (cf. (8.11»
lnf (t) =In g (e Ab(t» = In 1tb,bg (t) .
The converse is proved similarly.

(8.12)
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(iv). If m > 0 and U(t)/t ~ a e (0, a.), then as above f must also be of the fonn
(8.12), but since A a is not a Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn we must have g 1. If a = 0,
then, by Lemma 8.4 we have that F tk (t) - FEk (to) unifonnly on (E, to). Hence for all
'te(E,to)

=

.

lnf(t) = lim (lIk)slgn

(
a)

k~

= lim (lIk)si gn(a)
k~

Lk

lnq/Ftk(t»

j=l

f In qj(Ftk (to»=lnf (to)·

j=l

Hencef= 1 and so, in this case, La(F) is empty.
(ii). The proof of this part is almost identical with the proof of (iv) when a = 0, and

therefore omitted.

0
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